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Abstract
On the Web and on informatics systems, 3D virtual worlds used become big both in number and in size.
Therefore, we propose in this paper a new method for retrieving 3D virtual worlds based on the semantics and
the content. Firstly, we propose a new classified database of 3D virtual worlds given in VRML format. To
achieve the semantic method, we construct an ontology that describes virtual worlds in various aspects including
their contents (3D objects building a virtual world) and information about their contents (authors, file format,
etc). This ontology is presented by OWL, the W3C recommended language. So as to extract desired 3D scenes
from the proposed database we use the SPARQL query language. We propose finally a shape based method for
searching desired virtual worlds by content in this database. This method is based on a new distance (metric) that
define the similarity between virtual worlds. This method is evaluated using the recall vs. precision curves.
Keywords: ontology, SPARQL, 3D virtual world retrieval, OWL, semantic web
1. Introduction
With the development of software and 3D scanner that permit to build 3D objects, 3D virtual worlds including
the 3D objects become more used around the web both in number and size. Those 3D virtual worlds are used in
various domains like game, engineering, physical simulation etc. Considering this situation, finding desired 3D
scenes from 3D virtual world database become difficult. The solution is to find new method for indexing and
retrieving by semantic and by content those virtual worlds that contain sets of 3D objects.
Many researcher proposed yet search engines for 3D objects (Princeton search engine) (Informatics &
Telematics Institute search engine) (ENIC search engine). Those search engines give user the possibility to
search 3D objects by examples or by text key words from databases. The content based method are based in
general on shape and use deformable (Niccolucci & D'Andrea, 2006) or non deformable 3D models (Chen et al.,
2003; Ansary et al., 2007; Lmaati et al., 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c). The text based methods are in general
based on key words describing 3D object given recently in XML format.
With the development of the semantic Web also called the intelligent web or next generation web or Web 3.0.,
RDF (2004) is used to represent information and to exchange knowledge on the Web. OWL, the recommended
web ontology language is used for describing things of the web. SPARQL (2008) language an official W3C
recommendation is an RDF (2004) query language that is used to retrieve and manipulate data stored by
ontology. All these semantic web tools are important to improve the semantic 3D virtual world retrieval.
The semantic based methods are proposed in the literature (Horrocks, 2008; Gong et al., 2011; Kassimi et al.,
2012; Niccolucci et al., 2006; Xin-ying et al., 2008). These methods use in general ontologies so as to describe
3D models. In our work we propose to describe and to retrieve using an ontology not just 3D models, but virtual
worlds that contain sets of 3D models and other concepts building virtual world like graphical environments
(illumination, fog, etc.) and animation of 3D models (translation, rotation, etc).
Practically, a set of 3D objects are used for building a 3D virtual world. Therefore, in order to find desired 3D
virtual worlds from a database, we proceed to find 3D virtual worlds that contain the set of 3D objects
constituting the virtual world query. Matching two 3D virtual worlds problematic is solved by matching two sets
of 3D objects. For this, we define the distance (metric) between two sets of 3D objects using distances between
3D objects.
In this paper, we propose in the section 2 a database of virtual words. This database is a set of VRML (2001)
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virtual words built by a set of 3D objeects collected ffrom Internet. The system ovverview is pressented in section 3.
This retrieeval system is decomposed innto the on-linee process and tthe off-line proocess. In section 4, we propose a
semantic bbased descriptiion using ontollogy of virtuall worlds given in format VRM
ML. Then we uuse in section 5 the
SPARQL ((2008) languagge to retrieve ffrom our dataset desired virtuual worlds in ddifferent level. For example “find
the virtuall worlds that contain
c
red carrs” or “find foog forest virtual worlds thatt have white hhorses”. We giv
ve in
section 6 oour approach for retrieving 3D virtual woorlds by shapee content of thhe objects consstituting the viirtual
world. Thiis matching prrocess is basedd on computingg distances bettween objects of a pair of viirtual worlds which
w
is evaluateed using recall vs. precision ccurve. At the eend, we presennt the conclusioon.
2. The 3D Virtual Worlld Database
w
that use 3D objects coollected from thhe Princeton sshape benchmaark (PSB) (Shiilane,
We providde 50 virtual worlds
2004) dataabase and from
m internet. Thhe used objectss that build thhose virtual woorlds are givenn by meshes or
o by
grouping tthe graphical basic
b
forms inccluding cone, ssphere, box, cyylinder, etc. Thhose virtual woorlds have diffferent
media typee including graaphic, audio, iimage, text, annimated objectts etc. The set of virtual worlds constituting the
database aare classified byy semantic asppects into 10 classes.
All virtuall worlds of our
o database aare given in fo
format VRML (Virtual Reallity Modeling Language, 2001).
VRML is the most useeful and the sttandard on thee Web. It is a scene descriiption languagge that enables the
constructioon of interactivve, animated 33-D models andd virtual worldds on Web pagges.
 The claassification
The propoosed classificattion is based onn the idea that if most objectts of a virtual w
world belong to a unique dom
main,
we considder this domainn as the class including thiss virtual worldd. Figure 1 shhows some virrtual worlds of our
database fr
from different classes.
c

m our database
Figuure 1. 3D virtuaal worlds from

The classs 1: this class is
i named ‘resttaurant’. It hass 6 different viirtual worlds. T
The used objeects in this classs are
tables, buiilding of the coffee,
c
glassess, bottles, chaairs, etc. that bbelong the domain “restaurant”. The Figu
ure 2
shows the thumbnails off the virtual woorlds that consstitute this class.
The classs 2: this class is named ‘roaad’. It containss 4 virtual woorlds. The mosst used 3D objjects to build those
virtual worlds are cars, road,
r
etc.
The classs 3: this class is
i named ‘warr’. It contains 14 different 3D virtual worllds. The most used 3D objects to
construct tthe virtual worrlds of this classs are plans (fiighter-jet), tankks, etc.
The classs 4: this class is named ‘commercial planns-cars’. It conntains 5 3D viirtual worlds. The most used 3D
objects to construct the virtual
v
worlds of this class arre commerciall plans and carrs.
The classs 5: this class is
i named ‘mouuntain’. It conttains 3 3D virttual worlds. Thhe most used oobjects to consstruct
the virtual worlds of thiss class are trees, mountains, eetc.
The class 6: this class is named ‘Gardden’. It containns 7 3D virtuall worlds. The m
most used 3D oobjects to consstruct
the virtual worlds of thiss class are trees, domestic annimals, etc.
The classs 7: this class is named ‘buillding’. It contaains 5 3D virttual worlds. Thhe most used oobjects to consstruct
the virtual worlds of thiss class are builldings, trees, ettc.
The class 8: this class iss named ‘3D sscene with auddio’. It containss 2 virtual worrlds. The most used objects of
o this
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class are obtained by grouping
g
som
me basic formss (box, cylindder, cone, etcc) and music (audio file) at
a the
backgrounnds.

The classs 9: this class is named ‘Foggged 3D scene’. It containss trees and othher 3D objects in 3D scenes with
Fog.
The class 10: this class is named “Forrest”. The virtuual worlds of tthis class contaain trees, anim
mals, etc.

Figure 2. The class “restaurant” froom our databasse
3. System Overview
n-line
The propoosed system illuustrated in Figgure 3 is compoosed into two pparts which arre the off-line ppart and the on
part. The oon-line processs permit for ussers to navigatee in our 3D virrtual world database, select a virtual world
d as a
query, send it to the servver and receivee similar virtuaal worlds to thhe query. The rreturned virtuaal worlds using
g this
query by example is based on shapees of objects belonging virrtual worlds iin our databasse. To achieve
e the
matching pprocess, the system computtes distances bbetween objeccts that belongging the virtuaal world query
y and
objects thaat belonging virtual
v
worlds iin the database and computees the distancee D (given in section 6) betw
ween
the virtuall world query and the virtuaal worlds in oour database. B
By choosing seemantic queryy, the user can
n also
search dessired virtual woorlds basing onn semantic conncepts by usingg the text baseed interface. Thhe extracted viirtual
worlds forr SPARQL queery are given inn section 6. Inn the off-line part, the system
m uses the propposed ontology
y that
stores bothh the semantic information and the content based infoormation (shappe based desccriptors) for viirtual
worlds in tthe proposed database.
d
The shape based ddescriptors for 3D objects thaat belonging thhe virtual worllds in
the databaase are generatted using diffeerent methods known in the literature. Ourr experience uuses the 3DCA
A: the
3D curve aanalysis descriiptor given in rreference (Lmaaati et al., 2010c) for matchiing virtual worrlds by contentt.

Figure 3. Archhitecture of thee system
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4. 3D Virtual World Ontology
4.1 Ontology Structure
We are developing the 3D virtual world ontology so as to give description regarding the semantic (author of the
virtual world, size and type of files used to build it) and the media content of the virtual world including objects
given by meshes, objects given by basic forms (box), images used as texture or for the backgrounds, text, video
and audio and the environment like (fog or illumination). This ontology describes as possible the used
components to build the virtual worlds so as to retrieve them better.
The virtual world ontology that we propose is developed within the Protégé (2013) editor. This permit to
generate the OWL (2004) file based on RDF/XML representation of the ontology. The graph given in Figure 4
shows the classes and subclasses used to describe a 3D virtual world. Those classes are used to describe the
virtual worlds which are subclass of the main class ‘Thing’. The main class virtual_world_3D is a subclass of
‘Thing’, represent the virtual world description. The main class ‘Object’ present an abstraction of objects used to
build the virtual world like ‘table’, ‘tree’, ‘plane’, etc. This class has subclasses: 1- ‘Complex_Obj-mesh’ that
presents the objects of the virtual world given by meshes. 2- ‘Group_Basic_Forms_Obj’ that presents the objects
obtained by grouping a set of basic geometric forms like box and cylinder. 3 - Box, 4-Cylinder, 5 – Cone, 6 –
Indexed_Face_Set, 7 - Sphere, 8 –HalfCone, 9 –Torus, 10 –HalfCylinder and 11–HalfSphere. The class ‘Image’
presents the images used to build the virtual world background or other. The class texture presents the image
used for texturing objects used in the virtual world. The class text presents the object text used in the virtual
world as shown in the Figure 2.
The classes: image, texture, text, and audio_BG are subclasses of the root class ‘Thing’. They represent the
abstraction of all media that can be part of a virtual world. The classes: Color, Illumination, Fog and Floor are
subclasses of ‘Thing’. They are used to describe the environment and the background of the virtual world.
The classes: Meta-Info_semantic, Creation_Date, Author, Names_dif-Language and StorageProperty are
subclasses of ‘Thing’. Those classes represent the metadata about the representation of semantic information
about the virtual world and its objects.
The class Animation_Object is subclass of ‘Thing’, it describes the object animations used to build the virtual
world.
The classes: Shape_Desc_3D, Speech_Ds, Image_Des_2D are subclasses of ‘Thing’ that permit to store the 3D
shape descriptor, the speech descriptor and the image descriptor. The class shape_Des_3D has subclasses:
Geometry_based, Feature_based, Graph_based as given by Tangelder et al. in reference (Tangelder & Veltkamp,
2008). The Geometry_based has subclasses: Weighted_point_set, Deformation_based, Volumetric_error and
View_based. The feature_based has subclasses spatial_map, global_features and local_features.
Since a variety of 3D- shape descriptors are proposed in the literature, we choose the Light Field (LF) (Chen et
al., 2003), the 3D-DCT (Lmaati et al., 2010b) and the 3DCA (Lmaati et al., 2010c) as the 3D descriptors used by
our ontology so as to store their components. The classes LFD, TD-DCT and ThreeDCA are subclasses of the
class Global_features.
The image_Des_2D that permits to store the components of image descriptors has two subclasses: the
Image_2D_Des_Color class and the Shape_Des_2D class.
In this section we give the different kinds of relationships between concepts for the proposed ontology as
presented in Figure 6. A 3D virtual world presented by the class Virtual_world_3D can have the audio in the
background and the text; those relations are given by the relationships has_Audio_BG and has_text respectively.
The Virtual_world_3D has the Meta information presented by the class Meta-Info_semantic, it has also the
storage property presented by the class StorageProperty; the graphics in the background (exp. image) description,
environment (exp. fog) description and objects presented by the class Object. Those relations are presented by
has_semanticDs, has_StorageProperty, has_GraphicsBG-env and has_Objects respectively. The
Meta-Info_semantic is a class that has Author, Creation_Date and Names-dif_Languages; those relations are
presented by has_Author, has_Creation_Date and has_Names respectively.
The class Object has color or texture, has storage property, has the Meta Information, can be animated and has a
3D shape description (example: ThreeDCA: 3DCA (Lmaati et al., 2010c)); those relationships are presented by
has_Color, has_Texture, has_StorageProperty, has_semanticsDs, is_animatedBy, has_SD_3DCA respectively.
The class Graphics_Env_BG_Des has illumination, can have Floor, can have Images or Textures and can have a
Fog environment. Those relationships are presented by has_Illumination, has_Floor, uses_Image, has_Texture
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and has_F
Fog. The Illum
mination, Fogg, Text and thhe Floor use the color; thhis relationshiip is presented by
uses_Coloor. The Floor can use Imaages or Texturres; those relaationships aree presented byy uses_Image
e and
has_Textuure respectivelyy.
The class Image has storage
s
properrty, has semaantic Descripttion (Meta-Inffo_Des), can have a 2D shape
s
descriptionn and can havee the 2D colorr image descripption. Those reelationships arre presented byy: has_semanticDs,
has_2D_Shape_Des, haas_StorageProoperty and hhas_Image_2D__Color_Des rrespectively. The Texture has
semantic description and storage property; thhose relationss are presennted by has__semanticsDs and
has_StoraggeProperty. Thhe audio_BG has it speechh description (speech_Ds), storage propperty and sem
mantic
descriptionn; those relatioonships are preesented by has__speech_Ds annd has_StorageeProperty and has_semanticsDs.
The class group_basic_F
Forms is a subbclass of objecct. It presents tthe object that can be obtainned by grouping the
basic form
ms like Box, cyylinder, Torus, etc.; this relatiionship is presented by has_bbasic_Form.
The class Animation_O
Object has the properties Traanslation, Rottation and Defformation. Thee class Authorr has
properties Author-Af (tthe author afffiliation), Autthor_Name (name of authoor) and Authoor_Bio (the au
uthor
biography)). The class Color
C
has the property Collor_Data (exam
mple blue). T
The class Creaation_Date has the
property C
C_Date of typee date. The class Floor has E
Elvation_grid aand Relief as ddata properties.. The class Fog
g has
visibility_R
Range as datta property. T
The class Illum
mination has data properties Intensity, A
Ambient_Inten
nsity,
Directionaal-Light and Point-Light.
P
T
The class Im
mage_2D_Des__Color stores the componeents of the im
mage
descriptor.. The class Shape_Des_22D stores thee componentss of the 2D
D shape desccriptor. The class
Names_diff-Languages stores
s
names inn different lannguages as the Names_lab pproperty. The cclass Box (sub
bclass
of Object) stores its size as componentts: sizeX, sizeY
Y and sizeZ.
The class Cone (subclasss of Object) stores the heigghtCone and bbottomRadius as its data prroperties. The class
Cylinder ((subclass of Object)
O
stores the heightCyllinder and RadiusCylinder aas its data prooperties. The class
Sphere (suubclass of Objject) stores itss radius as RaaduisSphere ass a data properrty. The class Indexed_Face
e_Set
stores Cooord-index, poinnts and solid--face as data pproperties desccribing the set of faces. Thhe class ThreeDCA
stores the components of the 3D shapee descriptor (exxample 3DCA
A (Lmaati et al., 2010c)) as a data property. The
class SpeeechDs stores thhe componentss of the speechh descriptor ass data type prooperty. The StoorageProperty class
stores the storage properrty of a used fiile including its format (exp: vrml, jpg) andd its size in Kiilo octets. The class
text storess the text strinng as a data pproperty. The cclass Virtual_w
world_3D storres the Thumbbnail of the viirtual
world file using its URI.

C
and suubclasses relatiionships of thee proposed virtu
tual world ontoology
Figure 4. Classes
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4.2 Annotaation of the Virrtual Worlds frrom the Databaase
The virtuaal worlds stored in the databaase are annotaated using prottégé (Protégé, 2013). This prrocess presented in
Figure 5, sshows the mappping of a virtuual world to RD
DF/XML codee stored via thee ontology in aan OWL (Onto
ology
Web Langguage, 2004) file.
f
For each virtual world in the databasse, we create a set of indiviiduals representing
things including the virrtual worlds. T
Those things are given by the proposed ontology buillt in the prece
edent
section preesented by classses, subclassees, object properties and dataa properties.

Figurre 5. The virtuual world annottation process

Figure 6. Cooncept relationnships of the 3D virtual worlld ontology
For the exxample of virtuual world givenn in the Figuree 5, we create an instance off the class virttual_world_3D
D that
we namee as VWx, after we crreate the insstances: Metaa-Inf_semanticc_VWx, storaageProperty_V
VWx,
Audio_BG
G_VWx and Text_VWx
T
off the classes Meta-Inf_sem
mantic, StorageeProperty, Auudio_BG and Text
respectivelly. We create the instances horse1, horse22, building, trree1, tree2, treee3, tree4 as thhe instances of
o the
class Object for the instance
i
VWxx. For the innstance Meta--Inf_semantic__VWx, we crreate the insttance
Author_VW
Wx and forr Aurhor_VW
Wx we storee the string values of the properties Author_N
Name,
Author_Afffiliation and Author_Biogra
A
aphy. For the innstance horse11, we store the string value ““white” as the value
v
of an instaance color_whhite of the classs Color. This iinstance color__white is usedd as a value off the instance of
o the
object propperty uses_Coolor. We denotte that an insttance can be u
used by moree than one virrtual world, object
etc. for exxample: virtuaal worlds withh the same authhors or objectts with the sam
me colors.
5. Semanttic Based 3D Virtual
V
World
d Retrieval Ussing SPARQL
L
To achievve the semantiic 3D virtual world retrievval, we are ussing the SPAR
RQL (Protocool and RDF Query
Q
Language,, 2008). This query
q
languagge is recommeended by W3C
C, used to extrract the graph from an RDF
F file.
SPARQL iis able to gives response ansswer of compllex query asked by user like (forest virtuall worlds create
ed on
‘23-12-2013’ and that coontain white hoorse?). The useer query is trannsformed by thhe system to thhe SPARQL qu
uery.
41
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Using SPA
ARQL, we shoow that we cann extract desirred virtual worrlds from the ddatabase usingg query in diffferent
level. The level 1 retrievving virtual world with sem
mantic and conttent propertiess; example: virrtual worlds na
amed
“string” annd created by an
a author.
The level 2 define desccription of objjects in the viirtual worlds; example: “rettrieving virtuaal world containing
objects wiith some propeerties”. Using our ontological system we get those respponses to the ffollowing SPA
ARQL
query. Thee Figure 7 givves the SPARQ
QL query 1 thhat permits to retrieve the rroad 3D virtuaal worlds from
m our
database aand the relevannt 3D virtual w
worlds from ourr database for this query.

L query 1 retrieeving road virtuual worlds andd the relevant vvirtual worlds for this query
Figurre 7. SPARQL
abase.
The Figuree 8 shows the SPARQL querry 2 retrieving virtual worldss that contain aan object “car”” from the data
The extraccted 3D virtuall worlds from oour database fo
for this query ccontain a car.

Figure 8.. SPARQL queery 2 retrievingg the virtual worlds that conttain a car and tthe returned viirtual worlds frrom
our databbase for this quuery
The queryy given in Figuure 9 permits to retrieve “T
The virtual woorlds that conttain white horsse”. This SPA
ARQL
query 3 reetrieves from our
o database thhe virtual worllds containing objects with pproperties. Thee figure showss that
all the retuurned virtual worlds
w
contain a horse.
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Figure 9. SPARQL querry 3 retrieving the virtual woorlds that contaain white horsee and the returrned virtual wo
orlds
from the daatabase for this query
The SPAR
RQL query 4 given
g
in Figuree 10 retrieves “The author nnames of fog fforest virtual w
worlds”. This query
q
retrieves bboth the visual and semantic information oof virtual worlds. This queryy returns the viirtual world VW47
V
given in Fiigure 9 and thee author name “E.A.Lmaati””.

Figure 100. SPARQL queery 4 retrievinng the author naames of the foog forest virtuaal worlds and thhe returned virrtual
woorld VW47
n and
The given SPARQL queries show thatt using the propposed ontologyy that stores both the semanttic information
the visual contents, we can
c retrieve usiing SPARQL ddesired 3D virttual worlds froom our databasse.
6. Content Based Retriieval for 3D V
Virtual Worldss
Many worrks are achieveed concerning the 3D objectt retrieval. Thoose methods arre categorized into many cla
asses.
The first ccategory conceerns the non deeformable 3D shapes (Chen et al., 2003; A
Ansary et al., 22007; Lmaati et
e al.,
2009, 20100a, 2010b, 20110c). The secoond category cooncerns the deeformable 3D sshapes (Tabia eet al., 2011). Those
T
methods aare used for maatching only 33D shapes giveen in general bby meshes. In this paper wee propose a me
ethod
for matchiing 3D virtuaal worlds that contain autom
matically 3D objects and extracting simiilarity between
n 3D
virtual worrlds.
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Since a virrtual world conntains a set of 3D objects, we denote that ttwo virtual worlds are similaar if for each object
o
in the firstt virtual worldd there exist a ssimilar object in the secondd virtual world and vice versa. Figure 11 sh
hows
two similaar virtual worldds (VW:a and V
VW:b) since:
-

For the object 1 inn the virtual woorld VW:a therre exist a simillar plane (objeect 5) in the virrtual world VW
W:b.

-

For the object 2 inn the virtual woorld VW:a therre exist a simillar plane (objeect 5) in the virrtual world VW
W:b.

-

For the object 3 inn the virtual woorld VW:a therre exist a simillar tree (objectt 6) in the virtuual world VW:b.

-

For the object 4 inn the virtual woorld VW:a therre exist a simillar tree (objectt 6) in the virtuual world VW:b.

-

For the object 5 inn the virtual woorld VW:b therre exist a simillar plane (objeect 1) in the virrtual world VW
W:a.

-

For the object 6 inn the virtual woorld VW:b therre exist a simillar tree (objectt 3) in the virtuual world VW::a.

F
Figure 11. Twoo similar virtuaal worlds
wo not similar ((dissimilar) virrtual worlds beecause there arre not similar objects that be
elong
The Figuree 12 shows tw
the two virrtual worlds VW:a
V
and VW:cc.

Fiigure 12. Two dissimilar virttual worlds
The propoosed ontology stores the descriptors for eaach 3D object belonging to the virtual woorld as a set off real
value com
mponents. This descriptor iis generated bby aligning 33D models intto canonical pposition using
g the
continuouss principal com
mponent analyysis (CPCA) (L
Lmaati et al., 22010c), extractting 3D closed curve representing
3D model. Two descripptors the area and the dot pproduct descripptors are extraacted from thee reconstructed
d 3D
closed currve in order to define the 3D
D curve analysis descriptor ((3DCA) (Lmaaati et al., 20100c). Figure 6 sh
hows
that an objject has a 3D shape
s
descriptoor 3DCA (has__SD_3DCA relationship) preesented by the class ThreeDC
CA.
In order too compute similarity betweenn two virtual w
worlds, we proopose to compuute the dissimiilarity between
n two
sets of 3D
D objects basinng on the disssimilarity betw
ween objects ffrom the virtuaal world queryy and other viirtual
worlds froom the databasse. We consideer that two virttual worlds aree similar if thee objects of thee first virtual world
w
are similarr to the objectss of the secondd virtual world and vice versaa.
Let give a query VWq from
f
the databbase. We consiider that this vvirtual world qquery containss n 3D objects. For
matching tthis virtual woorld to anotheer virtual worldd named VW in the databasse, we compuute the dissimillarity
using the ddistance D given by the folloowing formula:
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1 r
1 p
q
q
( d (ok , oi ))   min ( d (ok , oi ))

min
n
r k 1 i 1.. p
p i 1 k 1.. r

Where O is an objecct from the virtual world qquery and Oi is an objectt from a virtuual world from
m the
database; r is the numberr of the objectss of the virtuall world query aand p is the nuumber of the obbjects of the viirtual
world VW
W from the dataabase. The disstance d betweeen two 3D obj
bjects is calculaated using a 3D shape descrriptor
given in thhe taxonomy added
a
to the pproposed ontology. In our eexperiment ressult we use thee descriptor na
amed
3DCA: 3D
D curve analysiis feature vectoors proposed bby Lmaati in reeference (Lmaaati et al., 20100c).
q
k

It is evideent that D is a distance betw
ween virtual w
worlds since d is a distancee between objects. D verify
y: the
non-negatiivity, the sym
mmetry, the refflexivity and the triangularr inequality prroperties givenn in the following
formulas:
i)

D(VW1, VW2)
V
>= 0 for each VW1, VW
W2 in the dataabase.

ii)

D(VW1, VW1)
V
= 0 for each VW1 in thhe database.

iii)

D(VW1, VW2)
V
= D(VW
W2, VW1) for eeach VW1, VW
W2 in the databbase.

iv)

D(VW1, VW3)
V
<= D(VW
W1, VW2)+D((VW2, VW3) ffor each VW1, VW2, VW3 iin the database
e.

We denotee that the propposed distancee D performs well and morre important too retrieve virtuual worlds sin
nce it
reflect thee idea that twoo virtual worldds are similar if for each obbject in the viirtual world quuery there exist an
object sim
milar to it in thhe second virttual world andd vice versa, eexperimentallyy, The Figure 14 shows a viirtual
world querry and the extrracted virtual worlds using tthe distance D from our dataabase. This figgure shows tha
at the
extracted vvirtual worlds are similar too the query. Thhe proposed D
Distance D cann be used also for 2D image
e that
contains m
more than one 2D
2 shape.
We are usiing the recall vs.
v precision cuurves (Van Rijsbergen, 1979) so as to evaluuate our methood for retrievin
ng by
content 3D
D virtual worldds based on thee distance D. Inn general the vvirtual worlds in the databasee are classified
d into
p classes. For a class C with n 3D virrtual worlds annd for a given query Q in a class C, let Rkk be the numb
ber of
correctly rretrieved Virtuual worlds amoong the K bestt matches. Thee recall is defiined as a ratioo of relevant viirtual
worlds Rkk to (n-1), andd the precisionn is the ratio oof the relevant results and reeturned resultss K. The Figurre 13
shows the recall vs. preccision plots ussing the distannce D. It show
ws that this disttance D perforrms well using
g our
3D virtual world databasse since the vaalues of precission are high.

F
Figure 13. Reccall vs. precisioon plot using tthe distance D for the ‘war’ cclass from our database
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Figurre 14. Returneed virtual worldds using the diistance D for thhe virtual worlld VW27 from
m our database
7. Conclussion
In this papper we proposeed an ontologyy and content bbased method for retrieving 3D virtual woorlds. The prop
posed
ontology sscheme that well describes tthe 3D virtual worlds could make users m
more naturally ffind desired viirtual
worlds froom the propossed 3D virtuall world databaase using the SPARQL queery language. The content based
b
method foor retrieving viirtual world iss based on shaape of 3D objjects constitutiing this virtuaal world. Using the
proposed ddistance, this method
m
shows good results rregarding the rrecall vs. precision plots. It ccan be used alsso for
matching 22D images witth many 2D shhapes each onee. The proposeed methods shhow good resullts regarding visual
v
and semanntic retrieval foor virtual worldds.
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